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A CHARACTERIZATION OF RATIONALLY CONVEX
IMMERSIONS
OCTAVIAN MITREA
Abstract. Let S be a smooth, totally real, compact immersion in Cn
of real dimension m ≤ n, which is locally polynomially convex and
it has finitely many points where it self-intersects finitely many times,
transversely or non-transversely. We prove that S is rationally convex
if and only if it is isotropic with respect to a “degenerate” Ka¨hler form
in Cn.
1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following characterization of a
class of rationally convex, totally real immersions in Cn of real manifolds.
Theorem 1.1. Let S be a smooth compact manifold of dimension m ≥ 1,
with or without boundary, and let ι : S → Cn, n ≥ m, be an immersion
such that ι(S) is a smooth submanifold of Cn, except at finitely many points
p1, p2, . . . pN ∈ ι(S), where ι(S) intersects itself finitely many times. Suppose
ι(S) is totally real and locally polynomially convex. Then the following are
equivalent:
(i) ι(S) is rationally convex;
(ii) There exist contractible neighborhoods Wj of pj in ι(S), j = 1, . . . , N ,
such that for every neighborhood Ω of ι(S), there exist neighborhoods
Uj ⊂ Vj of pj in C
n, j = 1, . . . , N , with {Vj}j pairwise disjoint, and a
smooth plurisubharmonic function ϕ : Cn → R, satisfying the following
properties:
(a) Uj ∩ ι(S) =Wj, j = 1, . . . , N ;
(b) ∪Nj=1Vj is compactly included in Ω;
(c) ddcϕ = 0 on ∪Nj=1Uj ;
(d) ϕ is strictly plurisubharmonic on Cn \ ∪Nj=1Vj;
(e) ι∗ddcϕ = 0.
A first characterization of the rational convexity of a smooth totally real
compact submanifold S ⊂ C2 was given by Duval [1], [2], who showed that
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S is rationally convex if and only if S is Lagrangian with respect to some
Ka¨hler form in C2. Subsequently, applying a different method that makes
use of Ho¨rmander’s L2 estimates, Duval and Sibony [4] extended the result to
totally real embeddings of any dimension less than or equal to n. It is thanks
to these remarkable results that the intrinsic connection between rational
convexity and symplectic properties of real submanifolds has been revealed.
In [6] Gayet analyzed totally real immersions in Cn of maximal dimension,
with finitely many transverse double self-intersection points, showing that
being Lagrangian with respect to some Ka¨hler form in Cn is a sufficient
condition for such immersions to be rationally convex. A similar result was
proved later by Duval and Gayet [3] for immersions of maximal dimension
with certain non-transverse intersections.
Theorem 1.1 gives a characterization of the rational convexity of a more
general class of immersions in Cn with finitely many self-intersection points:
we do not impose any restrictions on the real dimension of such immersions
and do not require the self-intersections to be transverse or double. The
proof of the theorem spans two sections of this paper. In Section 3 we prove
Proposition 3.1 which shows that the implication (i)⇒ (ii) in Theorem 1.1
is true. It is important to note that the proof of Proposition 3.1 does not re-
quire S to be polynomially convex near the singular points. Proposition 4.1
proved in Section 4 shows that the other direction of Theorem 1.1 holds true.
In the proof we follow closely the method introduced in [4] (see also [6], [11]).
The condition for S to be polynomially convex near the singular points plays
a key role in the proof. Note, however, that all the submanifolds considered
in [1], [2], [4], [6] are polynomially convex near every point. This is a classic
result for smooth totally real embeddings and, in the case of the class of
immersions considered in [6], the property follows from a result of Shafikov
and Sukhov [10, Theorem 1.4] who showed that every Lagrangian immersion
with finitely many transverse self-intersections is locally polynomially con-
vex. The second example in Section 5 shows that in general an immersion
that is not locally polynomially convex may fail to be rationally convex. It
is natural to ask whether local polynomial convexity is also guaranteed for
immersions that are isotropic with respect to a ”degenerate” Ka¨hler form,
as described in Theorem 1.1. This remains to be an open problem
In Section 5, using a theorem of Weinstock [14], we show that there is a
“large” family of compact, totally real immersions in C2 with one transverse
self-intersection, which are rationally convex but are not isotropic with re-
spect to any Ka¨hler form on C2, thus Gayet’s theorem [6] cannot be applied
to this case. However, by Theorem 1.1 they are isotropic with respect to a
degenerate Ka¨hler form.
We also remark that the main result in [6] is implied by Theorem 1.1.
Indeed, in the first step of the proof of the theorem in [6] it is shown that S
being Lagrangian with respect to a Ka¨hler form ω = ddcϕ implies that S is
isotropic with respect to a nondegenerate closed (1, 1)-form defined on Cn,
that vanishes on sufficiently small neighborhoods of the singular points and
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is positive in the complement of some slightly larger neighborhoods. This is
done by composing the original potential ϕ with a suitable non-decreasing,
convex function. We note that, prior to such composition, one can multiply
ϕ with a suitable cutoff function, and then apply the composition, this way
controlling the shape of the neighborhoods mentioned above. It follows that
the hypothesis of the main result in [6] implies the hypothesis of the direction
(ii)⇒ (i) in Theorem 1.1.
Acknowledgment. I would like to thank my advisor, Rasul Shafikov,
for his most valuable guidance, constant support and inspiring mentorship
offered throughout the research process that led to the main result of this
paper.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we review the basic background necessary for understand-
ing the paper. Unless otherwise specified, by “smooth” we shall mean C∞-
smooth and by a neighborhood of a compact connected subset X ∈ Cn
we shall mean a connected open set containing X, having compact closure.
Throughout the paperB(p, r) denotes the open ball in Cn centered at p ∈ Cn
and of radius r > 0.
The polynomially convex hull of a compact subset X ⊂ Cn is defined as
X̂ := {z ∈ Cn : |P (z) | ≤ sup
w∈X
|P (w) | , for all holomorphic polynomials P},
and the rationally convex hull of X as
R−hull (X) :={z ∈ Cn : |R(z) | ≤ sup
w∈X
|R(w) | ,
for all rational functions R holomorphic on X}.
We say that X is polynomially convex if X = X̂ and rationally convex if
X = R−hull (X). It is immediate to see that if X is polynomially convex
then it is also rationally convex. X is said to be polynomially convex near
p ∈ X if for every sufficiently small ε > 0, the compact set X ∩ B(p, ε) is
polynomially convex. We say that X is locally polynomially convex if X is
polynomially convex near all of its points. In most cases, it is difficult to
verify whether a compact subset of Cn is rationally or polynomially convex.
Thus, it is important to characterize these properties for regular subsets of
C
n, such as embeddings and immersions, by using other means.
If X is a submanifold of Cn and p ∈ X, we say that X is totally real at p
if the tangent space TpX does not contain any complex lines. X is said to
be totally real if it is totally real at every point. An immediate example of
a totally real submanifold of the n-dimensional euclidean complex space is
R
n ⊂ Cn.
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Let Ω be an open subset of Cn(z1,...,zn), zj = xj + iyj , j = 1, . . . , n and let
ϕ : Ω→ R be a real valued smooth function. As usual, we define
∂ϕ :=
n∑
j=1
∂ϕ
∂zj
dzj , ∂ϕ :=
n∑
j=1
∂ϕ
∂zj
dzj.
It follows that the usual differential of ϕ is given by dϕ = ∂ϕ+∂ϕ. We shall
also need the dc differential operator, defined when acting on ϕ as
dcϕ := i(∂ϕ− ∂ϕ),
or, in real coordinates,
(2.1) dcϕ =
n∑
j=1
(
∂ϕ
∂xj
dyj −
∂ϕ
∂yj
dxj
)
.
The real valued smooth function ϕ is plursubharmonic if the (1, 1)-form
ddcϕ is nonnegative definite (or, using another common terminology, positive
semidefinite). We say that ϕ is strictly plurisubharmonic if ddcϕ is positive
definite. Recall that a Ka¨hler form on Cn is a nondegenerate closed form ω
of bidegree (1, 1), which is positive definite. A smooth function ϕ is called
a potential for ω if ω = ddcϕ. A real m-dimensional submanifold S ⊂ Cn,
m ≤ n, is said to be isotropic with respect to a Ka¨hler form ω if ω|S = 0. If
in the above case m = n then we say that S is Lagrangian with respect to
ω.
Let F : D ⊂ Cn → Cn, F = (u1 + iv1, . . . , un + ivn), be a smooth map,
where D is a domain in Cn and uj, vj are smooth real-valued maps on D.
For every p ∈ D and j ∈ {1, . . . , n} let
[dcpuj ] :=
−∂uj
∂y1
∣∣∣∣∣
p
∂uj
∂x1
∣∣∣∣∣
p
. . . −
∂uj
∂yn
∣∣∣∣∣
p
∂uj
∂xn
∣∣∣∣∣
p

[dcpvj ] :=
−∂vj
∂y1
∣∣∣∣∣
p
∂vj
∂x1
∣∣∣∣∣
p
. . . −
∂vj
∂yn
∣∣∣∣∣
p
∂vj
∂xn
∣∣∣∣∣
p

be the 1× 2n matrices associated to the operator dc acting on TpC
n and let
[z] := [x1 y1 . . . xn yn],
where z = (z1, . . . , zn) ∈ TpC
n, zj = xj + iyj, j = 1, . . . , n. Then, for all
z ∈ TpCn we define
dcpF (z) := [d
c
pF ] · [z]
T ,
where [dcpF ] is the 2n × 2n matrix with complex entries, given by
[dcpF ] :=

[dcpu1]
[dcpv1]
. . .
[dcpun]
[dcpvn]
 .
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The next technical result is required in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Lemma 2.1. Let D ⊂ Cn be a domain, F : D → Cn, F = (F1, . . . , Fn), a
smooth map such that F (D) is a domain in Cn and h : F (D)→ R a smooth
function. Then
dcp(h ◦ F ) = dF (p)h ◦ d
c
pF,
at any point p ∈ D.
Proof. Let p ∈ D. By the complex chain rule (see for example [8, p.6]),
∂p(h ◦ F ) = ∂F (p)h ◦ ∂pF + ∂¯F (p)h ◦ ∂¯pF,
∂¯p(h ◦ F ) = ∂¯F (p)h ◦ ∂pF + ∂F (p)h ◦ ∂¯pF.
So,
dcp(h ◦ F ) = i
[
∂¯p(h ◦ F )− ∂p(h ◦ F )
]
= i
[
∂¯F (p)h ◦ ∂pF + ∂F (p)h ◦ ∂¯pF − ∂F (p)h ◦ ∂pF − ∂¯F (p)h ◦ ∂¯pF
]
= ∂¯F (p)h ◦ [−i(∂pF − ∂¯pF )] + ∂F (p)h ◦ [i(∂¯pF − ∂pF )]
= (∂¯F (p)h+ ∂F (p)h) ◦ d
c
pF
= dF (p)h ◦ d
c
pF.

One other important tool we will make use of is the standard Euclidean
distance function defined for a subset M ⊂ Cn as
dist(z,M) = inf{dist(z, p) : p ∈M}
for all z ∈ Cn. It is a well known fact that, if M is a smooth totally real
submanifold of Cn, the square distance function, dist2(·,M), is smooth and
strictly plurisubharmonic on a sufficiently small neighborhood of M .
For the rest of the paper, we shall commit a mild abuse of notation and
keep the notation S for the image in Cn of the given manifold S via the
immersion..
3. The Necessary Condition for the Rational Convexity of S
In this section we prove that (i) implies (ii) in Theorem 1.1. As we already
mentioned in the introduction, in this case we do not require the totally real
immersion to be locally polynomially convex. In fact, we shall prove the
following more general result, where the rational convexity of S implies the
existence of a family of of degenerate Ka¨hler forms with respect to which it
is isotropic.
Proposition 3.1. Let S be the immersion defined in Theorem 1.1 without
assuming that it is locally polynomially convex. If S is rationally convex then
for every sufficiently small ε > 0 there exist contractible neighborhoods W jε
of pj in S, j = 1, . . . , N , such that for every neighborhood Ω of S there exist
neighborhoods U jε ⊂ V
j
ε ⋐ B(pj, ε) ∩ Ω of pj, j = 1, . . . , N and a smooth
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plurisubharmonic function ϕε : C
n → R such that U jε ∩ S = W
j
ε for all j,
ddcϕε = 0 on ∪
N
j=1U
j
ε , ϕε is strictly plurisubharmonic on C
n \
⋃N
j=1 V
j
ε and
ι∗ddcϕε = 0.
A consequence of the above proposition is the following corollary which
may be useful in applications. Its proof is given at the end of this section.
Corollary 3.2. If S is rationally convex then for all integers k ≥ 2 there
exists a Ck-smooth plurisubharmonic function ϕ0 : C
n → R which is strictly
plurisubharmonic on Cn \ {p1, . . . , pN} and such that ι
∗ddcϕ0 = 0.
Fix j ∈ {1, . . . , N} and suppose that pj is a point where S self-intersects
l times. For a sufficiently small r > 0, the set S ∩ B(pj, r) is the union of
l compact smooth submanifolds with boundary, S1, . . . , Sl ⊂ S, such that
Sk ∩Sm = {pj}, k 6= m. We say that S1, . . . , Sl are smooth components of S
at pj . The proof of Proposition 3.1 relies on the construction of a suitable
function defined on a neighborhood of each smooth component of S at each
singular point and on the patching of all such functions into one that has
the required properties (as per Lemma 3.5). The following two lemmas (3.3
and 3.5) will be applied separately to each smooth component of S at each
singular point. More generally, we prove the lemmas for a smooth, totally
real submanifold M of Cn, with or without boundary.
Lemma 3.3. For every point p ∈M there exists a smooth function f˜ : Cn →
R, with compact support, p ∈ supp(f˜), such that f˜ has a local minimum at
p and satisfies ι∗dcf˜ = 0, where ι :M → Cn is the inclusion map.
Remark 3.4. Note that the lemma does not require p to be a strict local
minimum point for f .
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Suppose first that dimR M = n. For each q ∈ M ,
there exists a global complex-affine change of coordinates, which depends
on q,
Φ : Cnz=(z1,...,zn) → C
n
w=(w1,...,wn)
,
where zj = xj + iyj , wj = uj + ivj , xj , yj, uj , vj ∈ R,∀j = 1 . . . n, such
that Φ(q) = 0 and T0M
′ = Rnu:=(u1,...,un), with M
′ = Φ(M). Suppose that
Φ(z) = A(z−q), where A is a complex n×n invertible matrix (as a complex-
affine map, we can always represent Φ like this). Let J :=
[
0 −In
In 0
]
be
the matrix that gives the standard complex structure of Cn, corresponding
to multiplication by i. Denote
JTqM := {(i(z − q) + q | z ∈ TqM}.
Claim A. Φ(JTqM) = R
n
v ⊂ C
n
w, for all q ∈M .
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Proof of Claim A. Let w ∈ JTqM , hence there exists z ∈ TqM such that
w = i(z − q) + q. Then,
Φ(w) = Φ(i(z − q) + q)
= A [i(z − q) + q − q]
= iA(z − q) = iΦ(z) ∈ JT0M
′ = Rnv .
The converse inclusion follows similarly. 
Let p ∈ M be arbitrarily fixed. Since M is totally real, there exists a
(small enough) neighborhood U of p such that
FU := {JTqM ∩ U | q ∈M ∩ U}
is a foliation of U .
Let V be a neighborhood of p in M such that V ⋐ M ∩ U and let
f :M → R be a smooth nonnegative function such that supp f = V , with a
strict local minimum, equal to 0, at p. Define f˜ : U → R as
f˜(z) = f(q), for each z ∈ U ∩ JTqM, q ∈M ∩ U,
which is well defined, since FU is a foliation of U and, shrinking U if neces-
sary, for each q ∈ M ∩ U we have M ∩ U ∩ JTqM = {q}. Multiply f˜ with
a suitable smooth cut-off function to obtain a new f˜ (maintaining the same
notation) which is defined on the entire Cn and satisfies
f˜(z) =
{
f(q), ∀z ∈ JTqM ∩ U
′, q ∈ V,
0, ∀z ∈ Cn \ U ′′,
where U ′ ⊂ U ′′ ⋐ U and U ′ ∩M = V . Note that f˜ is nonnegative, smooth,
with compact support and with 0 as a non-strict local minimum value at p.
For every q ∈ V , define
h := f˜ ◦ Φ−1,
where, again, Φ (and therefore h) depends on the choice of q. Then, h is a
smooth real-valued function satisfying
h(w) = h(0) = f(q), ∀w ∈W ∩ JRnu =W ∩ R
n
v=(v1,...,vn)
,
for some neighborhood W of the origin 0 ∈ Cnw. Hence, h is constant in
W ∩ Rnv , which means that
(3.1)
∂h
∂vj
(0) = 0,
for all j = 1 . . . n. By (2.1) we have
dc =
n∑
j=1
(
∂
∂uj
dvj −
∂
∂vj
duj
)
,
and by (3.1) and the fact that dvj = 0 on R
n
u we get
(3.2) j∗dc0h = 0,
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where j : Rnu → C
n is the inclusion map.
Claim B. If j∗dc0h = 0 then ι
∗dcq f˜ = 0.
Proof of Claim B. By Lemma 2.1,
(3.3) dc0h = d
c
0(f˜ ◦ Φ
−1) = dΦ−1(0)f˜ ◦ d
c
0Φ
−1 = dq f˜ ◦ d
c
0Φ
−1.
Let ν be a tangent vector in TqM . Then, d
c
q f˜(ν) = i∂¯q f˜(ν) − i∂qf˜(ν) =
∂¯qf˜(−iν) + ∂qf˜(−iν) = dqf˜(−iν), where we used the complex anti-linearity
of ∂¯ and the complex linearity of ∂. Because Φ is (bi)holomorphic, we have
dc0Φ
−1 = −id0Φ
−1. Since d0Φ
−1 is a vector space isomorphism, there exists
ξ ∈ T0M
′ = Rnu such that ν = d0Φ
−1(ξ), hence −iν = −id0Φ
−1(ξ) =
dc0Φ
−1(ξ). Since ν was arbitrarily fixed in TqM and by (3.3), the claim
follows. 
By Claim B and by (3.2) it follows that ι∗dcqf˜ = 0 and, since q was
arbitrarily fixed in V and by the fact that on Cn \ U ′′ we have f˜ ≡ 0, we
conclude that
(3.4) ι∗dcf˜ = 0.
If dimRM < n and p ∈ M , there exists U , a neighborhood of p in C
n,
such that M ∩ U is included in a compact, totally real submanifold M˜ of
C
n of real dimension n. By what we proved already, there exists a smooth
function f˜ : M˜ → R, with compact support, which can be chosen such that
supp(f) ⊂ U and with a local minimum at p, such that ι˜∗dcf˜ = 0, where
ι˜ : M˜ → Cn is the inclusion map. Then, the restriction f˜
∣∣
M
satisfies the
same properties for M . This completes the proof of Lemma 3.3. 
Lemma 3.5. For every point p ∈M and every sufficiently small ε > 0, there
exist a neighborhood Ωε of M , a smooth nonnegative function gε : Ωε → R
and neighborhoods Vε,Wp ⊂ Ωε of p such that
(i) Vε ⋐ B(p, ε) ⋐Wp;
(ii) gε ≡ 0 in Vε;
(iii) gε is plurisubharmonic in Ωε and strictly plurisubharmonic in Ωε \V ε;
(iv) gε = Cε · dist
2(·,M) in Ωε \Wp, for some constant Cε > 0;
(v) ι∗dcgε = 0.
Remark 3.6. The neighborhoodWp depends only on p, not on ε, therefore
the notation.
Proof of Lemma 3.5. Without loss of generality, suppose p = 0 ∈ Cn. By
Lemma 3.3, there exists a smooth function f˜ defined on Cn, such that f˜
has compact support near the origin, ι∗dcf˜ = 0 and f˜ has a local minimum
at the origin. In fact, by construction, f˜ is nonnegative, with a (non-strict)
local minimum equal to 0 attained on JT0M . Let Wp := (supp
(
f˜
)
)◦.
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Suppose Ω˜ is a neighborhood of M on which dist2(·,M)
∣∣
Ω˜
is smooth and
strictly plurisubharmonic. We can also assume that Wp ⋐ Ω˜. Then, for a
sufficiently small C > 0, the function defined on Ω˜ as
(3.5) g˜ = dist2(·,M) + Cf˜,
satisfies,
(a) g˜ is strictly plurisubharmonic in Ω˜;
(b) g˜ is nonnegative and it has a strict local minimum at the origin which
is equal to 0;
(c) g˜ = dist2(·,M) on Ω˜ \Wp;
(d) ι∗dcg˜ = 0, by Lemma 3.3 and by the fact that ι∗dc
[
dist2(·,M)
]
= 0.
Let 0 < ε′ < ε be sufficiently small, by which we mean that B(0, ε) is
included in a neighborhood of the origin U ⋐ Wp on which g˜ has a strict
minimum at the origin, and let aε := max{g˜(z) : z ∈ B(0, ε′)}. By making
ε′ even smaller if necessary, there exists a neighborhood 0 ∈ Vε ⊂ B(0, ε)
such that g˜(z) > aε for all z ∈ U \ V ε and g˜(z) ≤ aε for all z ∈ V ε.
Define σε : R≥0 → R to be a nonnegative smooth, convex, non-decreasing
function such that σε(t) = 0 for all t ∈ [0, aε]. It follows that the function
g˜ε := σε ◦ g˜
is identically zero in V ε. Since dist
2(·,M) = 0 on M and f = 0 on the
complement of Wp = (supp (f))
◦, the function g˜ vanishes on M \Wp, hence
g˜ε vanishes on a neighborhood Ω
′
ε ofM \Wp. Note that, for sufficiently small
ε > 0 (hence, for sufficiently small aε), we can ensure that Ω
′
ε∩Vε = ∅. Since
g˜ is strictly plurisubharmonic in Ω˜, g˜ε is plurisubharmonic in Ω˜ and strictly
plurisubharmonic in Ω˜ \ (Ω′ε ∪ V ε). Moreover, since ι
∗dcg˜ = 0 and
ddcg˜ε = dd
c(σε ◦ g˜) = σ
′′
εdg˜ ∧ d
cg˜ + σ′εdd
cg˜,
it follows that ι∗ddcg˜ε = 0.
The set Ωε := Ω
′
ε ∪Wp is a neighborhood of M . Let X : C
n → R be
a smooth cut-off function, which is identically 0 on a neighborhood of the
origin Z and equal to 1 on the complement of a slighter larger neighborhood
Z ′, where Vε ⊂ Z ⋐ Z
′ ⋐Wp. We can also ensure that Z
′∩Ω′ε = ∅ (because
Ω′ε ∩ Vε = ∅). For a sufficiently small constant Cε > 0, the function defined
on Ωε as
gε := g˜ε + Cε(X · dist
2(·,M))
has the required properties. 
Let S be the immersion considered at the beginning of this section, with
finitely many double self-intersections, p1, . . . , pN ∈ S.
Lemma 3.7. For any sufficiently small ε > 0 there exist a neighborhood Ωε
of S, neighborhoods pj ∈ V
j
ε ⊂ Ωε, with diamV
j
ε < ε for all j = 1 . . . N , and
a smooth function ρε : Ωε → R such that
(i) ρε ≡ 0 in V
j
ε , j = 1 . . . N ;
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(ii) ρε is plurisubharmonic in Ωε and strictly plurisubharmonic in Ωε \
∪Nj=1V
j
ε ;
(iii) ι∗ddcρε = 0.
Proof. Without any loss of generality we can suppose that S has only one
(double) self-intersection at the origin. The construction can be easily ex-
tended to the general case.
Let S1, S2 be two smooth components of S at the origin and let ε > 0 be
sufficiently small. By Lemma 3.5, it follows that, for j = 1, 2, there exist
Ωjε, a neighborhood of Sj, a smooth nonnegative function g
j
ε : Ω
j
ε → R and
neighborhoods 0 ∈ V jε ⋐ B(0, ε) ⋐W j ⊂ Ω
j
ε such that
(i) gjε is plurisubharmonic in Ω
j
ε and strictly plurisubharmonic in Ω
j
ε \V
j
ε;
(ii) gjε = 0 in V
j
ε ;
(iii) gjε = Cε · dist
2(·, Sj) in Ω
j
ε \W j, where Cε := min{C
1
ε , C
2
ε } and the
constants Cjε are given by Lemma 3.5;
(iv) ι∗ddcgjε = 0.
Let Vε := V
1
ε ∩ V
2
ε . By construction, Vε ⋐ B(0, ε) ⋐ Ω
j
ε, j = 1, 2. Make
the neighborhoods Ω1ε,Ω
2
ε narrow enough so that (Ω
1
ε ∩ Ω
2
ε) \ Vε = ∅. Let
Ωε := Ω
1
ε ∪ Ω
2
ε ∪ Vε, and define ρε : Ωε → R as
ρε(z) =

0, z ∈ Vε,
g1ε(z), z ∈ Ω
1
ε \ Vε,
g2ε(z), z ∈ Ω
2
ε \ Vε,
which satisfies
ρε(z) =
{
0, z ∈ Vε,
Cε · dist
2(·, S), z ∈ Ωε \Wp,
where Wp = W
1
p ∪W
2
p . Lastly, extend Ωε to a full neighborhood of S and
ρε accordingly to obtain the required function. 
In the following, we set Sδ := {z ∈ C
n : dist(z, S) ≤ δ}, where δ > 0.
Lemma 3.8. For every neighborhood Ω of S, there exists δ0 > 0, which
depends on Ω, such that R−hull (Sδ) ⋐ Ω for all 0 < δ ≤ δ0.
Proof. Let Ω be a neighborhood of S. It suffices to show that there exists
ν0 ∈ Z
+ such that R−hull
(
S1/ν
)
⋐ Ω for all integers ν ≥ ν0. In fact,
because S1/(ν+1) ⊂ S1/ν for all ν, it is enough to prove that there exists
ν0 ∈ Z
+ such that R−hull
(
S1/ν0
)
⋐ Ω. Assuming the contrary, we obtain
a sequence {zν ∈ C
n : ν ∈ Z+} such that zν ∈ R−hull
(
S1/ν
)
and zν 6∈ Ω for
all ν ∈ Z. Since R−hull (S1) is compact we may assume that this sequence
converges to some z ∈ Cn \Ω, which means that z 6∈ S, since S ⊂ Ω. Recall
that for any compact X ⊂ Cn we have (see for example [12, Proposition
1.1])
R−hull (X) = {z ∈ Cn : f(z) ∈ f(X), for all holomorphic polynomials f}.
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Since z 6∈ S and S is rationally convex, there exists a holomorphic polyno-
mial P such that P (z) 6∈ P (S). By a continuity/compactness type of argu-
ment one can easily show that P (S) = ∩∞ν=1P (S1/ν). Since P (z) 6∈ P (S) and
P (S) is compact, there exists r > 0 such that B(P (z), r) ∩ P (S) = ∅ so, for
all but finitely many elements of the sequence, we have P (zν) ∈ B(P (z), r).
On the other hand, since P (S) = ∩∞ν=1P (S1/ν), there exists a neighborhood
U of P (S) such that U ∩B(P (z), r) = ∅ and all but finitely many elements
P (zν) belong to U , which leads to a contradiction. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. For ε > 0 sufficiently small, let Ωε be the neighbor-
hood of S, V˜ jε ⊂ Ωε, diam V˜
j
ε < ε, the neighborhoods of the self-intersection
points pj, j = 1, . . . , N , and ρε the function given by Lemma 3.7. Let Ω
be a neighborhood of S such that Ω ⋐ Ωε. By Lemma 3.8 there exists
δ > 0 such that R−hull (Sδ) ⋐ Ω. By Duval-Sibony [4, Theorem 2.1] there
exists a smooth plurisubharmonic function ψδ : C
n → R which is strictly
plurisubharmonic on Cn\R−hull (Sδ) and satisfies dd
cψδ|R−hull(Sδ) = 0. Let
W jε := V˜
j
ε ∩S, which for sufficiently small ε > 0 is contractible, U
j
ε := V˜
j
ε ∩Sδ,
V jε := V˜
j
ε ∩ Ω and define
ϕε(z) := ψδ + CX (z)ρε(z),
where C is a positive constant and X is a smooth cutoff function equal
to 1 in a neighborhood of S which contains Ω and equal to 0 in the com-
plement of a slightly larger neighborhood of S, both neighborhoods being
compactly included in Ωε. Then, for a sufficiently small C > 0, ϕε is strictly
plurisubharmonic in Cn \
⋃k
j=1 V
j
ε and the rest of the properties stated in
Proposition 3.1 are satisfied. 
Proof of Corollary 3.2. Let ϕj := ϕεj : C
n
z=(z1,...,zn)
→ Rn, zµ = xµ + ixµ+n,
µ = 1, . . . , n, where {εj}j∈Z+ is a decreasing sequence of (sufficiently small)
positive numbers converging to 0 and ϕεj are the functions given by Propo-
sition 3.1. Let B ⊂ Cn be a closed ball such that ∪jΩεj ⋐ B, where Ωεj
are the neighborhoods of S given by Lemma 3.7. Then, there exist positive
reals, αj > 0, j ∈ Z
+, such that
ϕ0 :=
∑
j
αjϕj <∞,
∑
j
αj
∂lϕj
∂xµ1 . . . ∂xµl
<∞
in B, for all 1 ≤ l ≤ k and µ1, . . . , µl ∈ {1, . . . , 2n} where the convergence of
the series is uniform. By making use of a classic result in real single variable
calculus, see for example [9, Theorem 7.17], it is straightforward to show
that ϕ0 is C
k-smooth in B and that
∂lϕ0
∂xµ1 . . . ∂xµl
=
∑
j
αj
∂lϕj
∂xµ1 . . . ∂xµl
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for all 1 ≤ l ≤ k and µ1, . . . , µl ∈ {1, . . . , 2n}. In particular, we have
(3.6) ddcϕ0 =
∑
j
αjdd
cϕj .
In Cn \ B, we have ϕ0 = Cψ, where C =
∑
j
αj < ∞, hence ϕ0 is C
∞-
smooth there and clearly satisfies (3.6). It follows that ϕ0 satisfies the
required properties. 
4. The Sufficient Condition for S to be Rationally Convex
Let S be the immersion defined in Theorem 1.1. In this section we prove
the converse statement (ii) ⇒ (i) in Theorem 1.1 which translates into the
following result.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that S is locally polynomially convex and that
there exist contractible neighborhoods Wj of pj in S such that for any neigh-
borhood Ω of S, there exist a smooth plurisubharmonic function ϕ : Cn → R
and neighborhoods Uj ⊂ Vj of pj, j = 1, . . . , N , where {Vj}j are pairwise
disjoint, such that Uj ∩ S = Wj, ∪
N
j=1Vj ⋐ Ω, dd
cϕ = 0 on ∪Nj=1Uj, ϕ
is strictly plurisubharmonic on Cn \
⋃N
j=1 V j and ι
∗ddcϕ = 0. Then S is
rationally convex.
In the proof we make use of the following technical lemma proved in [6]
(see also [11]). In [6], the lemma is proved for totally real immersions of
maximal dimension. We remark that the lemma is true in the more general
case that we consider in this paper, the proof being practically the same.
Lemma 4.2. Let φ be a smooth plurisubharmonic function on Cn and h a
smooth complex-valued function on Cn satisfying the following properties
(1) |h | ≤ eϕ and X := {|h | = eϕ} is compact;
(2) ∂h = O(dist(·, S)
3n+5
2 );
(3) |h | = eϕ with order at least 1 on S;
(4) For any point p ∈ X at least one of the two following conditions holds:
(i) h is holomorphic in a neighborhood of p, or (ii) p is a smooth point
of S and ϕ is strictly plurisubharmonic at p.
Then X is rationally convex.
Remark 4.3. As it was already mentioned in [11], it can be seen from
the proof of the lemma in [6] that it is enough to assume that ϕ is only
continuous and not necessarily smooth at points where h is holomorphic.
In fact, the Lemma is also valid if ϕ is only continuous at points in the
complement of a neighborhood of S.
To prove Proposition 4.1 we will follow closely the method used in [4] (see
also [6], [11]). In Step 1 below we construct the function h from the given
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plurisubharmonic function, ϕ. The resulting pair of functions, (h, ϕ), does
not entirely comply with the requirements of Lemma 4.2, because some of
the points of S do not satisfy condition (4) of the lemma. That is why, in
the second and last step of the proof, we further perturb ϕ such that the
modified function is strictly plurisubharmonic at all points of S where h is
not holomorphic. In this last step we take full advantage of the polynomial
convexity of S near the singular points.
Step 1: construction of the function h. The conditions (2), (3) in Lemma 4.2
that h and ϕ must satisfy translate into the condition ι∗(dcϕ−d(arg h)) = 0,
or in other words, the closed 1-form ι∗dcϕ has to have integer periods (see
[6], [11]). We can meet this condition by perturbing ϕ accordingly.
Let Σ be an open subset of Cn such that S is a deformation retract of Σ.
Consequently, H1(Σ,Z) ∼= H1(S,Z). Let γ1, . . . , γl be a basis for H1(Σ,Z)
which we may consider to be supported on S \ ∪Nj=1V j . By the de Rham
theorem, there exist closed 1-forms β1, . . . , βl on Σ, with compact support,
such that
∫
γj
βk = δjk. In fact, we can choose βk such that they vanish on
each Uj , j = 1, . . . , N .
We show next that there exist smooth functions ψk, k = 1, . . . , l, with
compact support in Cn, such that ι∗dcψk = ι
∗βk and ψk
∣∣
Uj
≡ 0, j =
1, . . . , N . Suppose first that dimR S = n and let S˜ := S \ ∪
N
j=1Uj, which is
a compact smooth submanifold of Cn with boundary. Fix k ∈ {1, . . . l} and,
to simplify the notations, denote ψ := ψk, β := βk. Let p ∈ S˜ be arbitrarily
fixed. In fact, without losing any generality, suppose p = 0 and T0S˜ = R
n.
Then there exists a neighborhood of the origin W in Cn and smooth real-
valued functions r1, . . . , rn defined on W˜ := W ∩ S˜, such that yj = rj(x) for
all z = x + iy ∈ W˜ , x = (x1, . . . , x2), y = (y1, . . . , yn), and
∂rj
∂xk
(0) = 0 for
all j, k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We would like to find smooth functions αj : W → R,
j = 1, . . . , n, so that if we define
(4.1) ψ0(z) :=
n∑
j=1
αj(z) [rj(x)− yj] ,
then ι∗dcψ0 = ι
∗β on some neighborhood of the origin included in W˜ . A
direct calculation gives
ι∗dcψ0 =
n∑
j=1
(
α˜j +
n∑
k=1
α˜kPjk
)
dxj ,
where α˜j is the pullback of αj on W˜ , given by α˜j(x) = αj(x1, r1(x), . . . , xn, rn(x)),
and Pjk =
n∑
l=1
∂rk
∂xj
∂rj
∂xl
, j, k = 1, . . . , n. For every z ∈ W˜ let A(z) =
[ajk(z)]1≤j,k≤n be the n× n matrix whose components are given by
ajj(z) = 1 + Pjj(z),
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ajk(z) = Pjk(z), j 6= k.
We note that A(0) = In, hence A is invertible in a neighborhood Z˜ ⊂ W˜
of the origin. Applying the same construction to each point p ∈ S˜, we
obtain neighborhoods Z˜p in S˜ on which the corresponding matrices are non-
singular. By the compactness of S˜, assume that the cover given by such
neighborhoods is finite, {Z˜ν}1≤ν≤s, s ∈ Z
+ and denote by Aν the corre-
sponding matrices. Let {ρν}1≤ν≤s be a smooth partition of unity subordi-
nate to this cover. In each Z˜ν , write the pullback of β in local coordinates,
ι∗β =
∑n
j=1 βjdxj and let β
j
ν := ρνβj , so
ι∗β =
n∑
j=1
(
s∑
ν=1
βjν
)
dxj .
Then for all 1 ≤ µ ≤ s, the linear system in α˜µ1 (z), . . . , α˜
µ
n(z), z ∈ Z˜µ,
(4.2) α˜µj (z) +
n∑
k=1
α˜µk(z)P
µ
jk(z) =
s∑
ν=1
βjν(z), j = 1, . . . , n.
has smooth solutions in Z˜µ, since the system matrix Aµ is invertible there.
By defining αµj (z) := α˜
µ
j (x) for all z = x + iy in a neighborhood Zµ in C
n
such that Z˜µ = Zµ∩ S˜, Zµ ⊂Wµ, and by applying formula (4.1) accordingly,
we obtain a smooth function ψµ defined on Zµ which satisfies ι
∗dcψµ = ι
∗β.
Let Ω := ∪sµ=1Zµ, hence S˜ ⊂ Ω. Since β has compact support, ψµ also has
compact support, so we can extend it smoothly to Cn by letting it be equal
to zero everywhere else. Then the smooth function given by ψ˜ :=
∑s
µ=1 ψµ
satisfies the required properties. If dimR S < n, we embed S˜ in a compact,
totally real submanifold M˜ ⊂ Cn of real dimension n, apply the above
construction to obtain ψ for M˜∪(∪nj=1Uj) and then restrict ψ to S˜∪(∪
n
j=1Uj).
Let λ := (λ1, . . . , λl) be an l-tuple of rational numbers and define ϕλ :=
ϕ + λ1ψ1 + · · · + λlψl. For sufficiently small λ (i.e., each λk is sufficiently
small) ϕλ is strictly plurisubharmonic in C
n \∪Nj=1V j and pluriharmonic on
each Uj . Further, we can find M ∈ Z by adjusting λ accordingly, such that∫
γk
ι∗dcϕλ ∈ 2piZ/M , k = 1, . . . , l. Let us recycle the notation of the initial
function and define ϕ :=Mϕλ. The form ι
∗dcϕ is closed and it has periods
which are integer multiples of 2pi.
Fix p ∈ S and define µ : S ∪ (∪Nj=1U j)→ R/2piZ given by µ(z) :=
∫ z
p d
cϕ
which clearly satisfies ι∗dcϕ = dµ. Fix j ∈ {1, . . . , N} and z ∈ Uj . Let
γ : [0, 1] → Cn be a rectifiable path such that γ(0) = p, γ(1) = z. Then, the
function µz(w) :=
∫
γ d
cϕ +
∫ w
z d
cϕ, w ∈ Uj , does not depend on the path
from z to w, since dcϕ is closed in Uj . An easy computation shows that, in a
neighborhood of z, ϕ and µz satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann equations, hence
the function ϕ + iµz is holomorphic in Uj. Because µ : S ∪ (∪
N
j=1U j) →
R/2piZ and Argeϕ+iµ = µ, the function h1 : S ∪ (∪
N
j=1Uj) → C
n given as
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h1 = e
ϕ+iµ is well defined and holomorphic in Uj , j = 1, . . . , N . By a classic
result in [7], there exists a smooth function h : Cn → C such that
h|S = h1|S ,
∂h = O(dist(·, S)r), for all r ∈ Z+
and h is holomorphic in neighborhoods Zj of pj, Zj ⋐ Uj , where the bound-
ary of Zj can be chosen to be arbitrarily ”close” to that of Uj , i.e., for any
given small tubular neighborhood V of ∂Uj , we can find such Zj with ∂Zj
being included in V . This completes Step 1 of the proof.
Step 2: further perturbation of ϕ. For each singular point pj ∈ S there
exists a region, S ∩ (Vj \Zj), on which we cannot guarantee ϕ to be strictly
plurisubharmonic, nor do we know whether h is holomorphic, therefore con-
dition (4) of Lemma 4.2 may not be satisfied there. We address this issue
by taking advantage of the local polynomial convexity of S. We make use of
the following result (Lemma 4.4), which is essentially due to Fostneric and
Stout [5] who stated it for totally real discs with finitely many hyperbolic
points in C2. Subsequently Shafikov and Sukhov stated it for Lagrangian
inclusions in C2 [11, Lemma 3.3] and for a different setting in Cn [10, Lemma
5.3]. Again, S denotes the immersion defined above with p1, . . . , pN being
its self-intersection points.
Lemma 4.4. If S is locally polynomially convex then, for all sufficiently
small δ > 0, there exists a neighborhood Ω of S in Cn and a continuous
non-negative plurisubharmonic function ρ : Ω → R such that S = {ρ = 0}
and ρ = dist(·, S)2 on Ω\∪Nj=1B(pj, δ); in particular, ρ is smooth and strictly
plurisubharmonic there.
For a proof of the lemma we refer the reader to [10]. The proof is es-
sentially identical and it applies verbatum without requiring that the self-
intersections be transverse or double. In fact, the main ingredient allowing
the proof to flow through is the local polynomial convexity and not the type
of singularities of S.
To finalize Step 2 in the proof of Proposition 4.1, let δ > 0 be small enough
such that B(pj, δ) ∩ S ⋐Wj = Uj ∩ S, for all j. Let Ω be the neighborhood
of S and ρ : Ω → R the function given by Lemma 4.4 corresponding to δ.
By hypothesis, we can assume that Vj ⋐ Ω for all j ∈ {1, . . . , N}. By the
construction in Step 1, the neighborhoods Zj ⋐ Uj can be chosen so that
∂Zj is arbitrarily close to ∂Uj , as defined above, thus we may assume that
B(pj, δ)∩S ⋐ Zj ∩S. We extend ρ smoothly on C
n \Ω to a function which
is still denoted by ρ, by multiplying it by a suitable cut-off function. Then,
the function
ϕ˜ := ϕ+ C · ρ
is plurisubharmonic for a sufficiently small C > 0. Also, since C > 0
and ρ is strictly plurisubharmonic on Ω \ ∪Nj=1B(pj, δ), it follows that ϕ˜ is
strictly plurisubharmonic on S, everywhere h is not holomorphic. Removing
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the tilde and denoting ϕ˜ by ϕ, it follows that the pair (h, ϕ) satisfies the
conditions of Lemma 4.2 which shows that the set X = {|h | = eϕ} is
rationally convex. Clearly, S ⊂ X and, by multiplying h with a suitable
cut-off function, we can construct for any neighborhood Ω of S such a set
X which is included in Ω. This proves that S is rationally convex.
Remark 4.5. In [6], the final perturbation of ϕ is done without the require-
ment of S to be locally polynomially convex. We were not able to adapt
this technique to our more general case.
5. Examples
5.1. Rationally Convex Immersions in C2 that are not Isotropic
with respect to any Ka¨hler Form. By Theorem 1.1, (i) ⇒ (ii), the
rational convexity of S implies the existence of a nonnegative closed form
of bidegree (1, 1), ω := ddcϕ, defined on Cn, which is positive outside some
pairwise disjoint neighborhoods Vj of pj, j = 1, . . . , N , it is identically zero
on some smaller neighborhoods pj ∈ Uj ⊂ Vj and S is isotropic with respect
to ω. It is natural to ask whether the same assumption of rational convexity
for S leads to the existence of a genuine Ka¨hler form with respect to which
S is isotropic, similar to the result in [4]. We show in the following that
there exist compact immersions in C2 with one transverse self-intersection
which are rationally convex but which are not Lagrangian with respect to
any Ka¨hler form and, in fact, that this class of immersions is not just an
isolated case.
Denote by W the set of all 2× 2 matrices with real entries such that for
all A ∈ W the following properties are satisfied:
(a) (A+ i) is invertible;
(b) i is not an eigenvalue of A;
(c) A has no purely imaginary eigenvalue of modulus greater than or equal
to 1.
It is straightforward to show that W is an open subset of the space of 2× 2
matrices with real entries, M2×2(R). Let A =
[
x y
z w
]
∈ W and define the
following 2-dimensional subspace of C2
M(A) := (A+ i)R2.
It can easily be verified that condition (b) above is equivalent toM(A) being
totally real. By a result of Weinstock [14] it follows that every compact
subset of M(A) ∪ R2 is polynomially convex, hence rationally convex. For
some r > 0 let S1(A) := R
2 ∩B(0, r), S2(A) :=M(A) ∩B(0, r) and
S(A) := S1(A) ∪ S2(A).
Then S(A) is a totally real, compact, rationally convex surface in C2, smooth
everywhere except at the origin where it has a double self-intersection. Let
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ι1, ι2 : R
2
(t,s) → C
2
(z1,z2)
be the maps given as
ι1(t, s) = (t, s),
ι2(t, s) = (xt+ yt+ it, zt+ ws+ is),
which satisfy ι1(R
2) = R2 = T0S1(A) and ι2(R
2) = M(A) = T0S2(A).
Suppose that S(A) is Lagrangian with respect to some Ka¨hler form ω. This
implies in particular that the restriction of ω(0) to the two tangent spaces
of S(A) at the origin vanishes or, equivalently, ι∗1ω = 0 and ι
∗
2ω = 0, where
ι∗1, ι
∗
2 denote the respective pullbacks. Since ω is Ka¨hler, we can write
ω = h1dz1 ∧ dz1 + hdz1 ∧ dz2 + hdz2 ∧ dz1 + h2dz2 ∧ dz2,
where at each point p ∈ C2, Hω(p) :=
[
h1(p) h(p)
h(p) h2(p)
]
is a positive definite
Hermitian matrix. The rest of our analysis takes place at the origin, and for
simplicity, we shall use the notations Hω := Hω(0), h1 := h1(0), etc. Direct
calculations give
(5.1) ι∗1ω = (h− h)dt ∧ ds,
and
(5.2) ι∗2ω = {(h−h)(xw−yz+1)+ i[2h1y−2h2z− (h+h)(x−w)]}dt∧ds.
The condition ι∗1ω = 0 implies h = h ∈ R so Hω has only real entries. Then
(5.2) becomes
ι∗2ω = 2i(−hx + hw + h1y − h2z)dt ∧ ds.
and ι∗2ω = 0 gives
(5.3) hx− hw − h1y + h2z = 0.
We just showed that, if A ∈ W and ω is a Ka¨hler form in C2 such that S(A)
is Lagrangian with respect to ω then, at the origin, the Hermitian matrix
Hω associated with ω is in fact a positive definite symmetric matrix with
real entries and equation (5.3) has to be satisfied.
Now, let A˜ =
[
1 1
−1 2
]
. It is easy to see that A˜ ∈ W, hence S(A˜) is
rationally convex. Suppose that S(A˜) is Lagrangian with respect to some
Ka¨hler form ω in C2. Then, A˜ has to satisfy equation (5.3). Substituting the
entries of A˜ in (5.3) we obtain h = −(h1+h2). Recall that Hω =
[
h1 h
h h2
]
is
positive definite which, by Sylvester’s criterion, is equivalent toHω satisfying
h1 > 0 and detHω > 0, which also implies that h2 > 0. However, since
h = −(h1+h2), we have detHω = h1h2−h
2 = −h21−h
2
2−h1h2 < 0 which is
a contradiction. It follows that S(A˜) is not Lagrangian with respect to any
Ka¨hler form ω. Note that by Theorem 1.1 there exist a family of degenerate
Ka¨hler forms with respect to which S(A˜) is indeed isotropic. Furthermore,
the following holds.
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Proposition 5.1. The set of matrices A ∈ W such that S(A) is not La-
grangian with respect to any Ka¨hler form defined on C2 contains a nonempty
subset which is open in M2×2(R).
Proof. Define the set
W˜ :=
{[
x y
z w
]
∈ W : x− w 6= 0
}
.
SinceW is open inM2×2(R) it is immediate that W˜ is also open inM2×2(R).
A˜ ∈ W˜, where A˜ is the matrix we defined in the example above, hence
W˜ 6= ∅. Define
F : W˜ ∋
[
x y
z w
]
7→ x2 + w2 − 2xw + 2yz ∈ R,
which is a continuous function. Therefore, F−1((−∞, 0)) is open inM2×2(R)
and it is nonempty because A˜ ∈ F−1((−∞, 0)). Let A :=
[
x y
z w
]
∈
F−1((−∞, 0)) and suppose that S(A) is Lagrangian with respect to some
Ka¨hler form ω. Then, (5.3) is satisfied: h(x−w)−h1y+h2z = 0 and, since
x− w 6= 0,
h =
h1y − h2z
x− w
.
A direct computation gives
detHω = h1h2 − h
2 =
h1h2(x
2 +w2 − 2xw + 2yz)− h21y
2 − h22z
2
(x− w)2
=
h1h2F (A)− h
2
1y
2 − h22z
2
(x− w)2
.
(5.4)
But h1h2 > 0, h
2
1y
2 ≥ 0, h22z
2 ≥ 0 and F (A) < 0 by construction, hence
detHω < 0 which is a contradiction. It follows that for every element A
of the nonempty open set F−1((−∞, 0)), S(A) cannot be Lagrangian with
respect to any Ka¨hler form on C2, which ends the proof. 
5.2. An Immersion in C2 which is not Locally Polynomially Convex.
Consider the matrix
A =
[
0 −t
t 0
]
,
where t > 1. Maintaining the notations from the previous subsection, let
S :=M(A)∪R2 ⊂ C2. By a result of Weinstock [14, Theorem 4], there exits
a continuous one-parameter family of analytic annuli in C2 whose boundaries
lie in S and that converges to the origin as the parameter approaches 0. Let
K := S∩B(0, δ) for some δ > 0. Clearly K is not polynomially convex since,
every annulus attached to K is included in K̂ by the maximum principle,
hence S is not locally polynomially convex at the origin. If p is a point in
the interior of one of the annuli attached to K and V is an algebraic variety
passing through p, then it is known that V should intersect all the members
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of the family. This implies that V would intersect either the boundaries of
the annuli or it would pass through the origin. Either way, V would intersect
K which proves that p ∈ R−hull (K), hence K is not rationally convex.
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